ABSTRACT. In this paper we make use of semigroup methods on the space of compactly supported probability measures to obtain a complete Lévy-Khinchin representation for negative definite functions on a commutative hypergroup. In addition we obtain representation theorems for completely monotone and completely alternating functions. The techniques employed here also lead to considerable simplification of the proofs of known results on positive definite and negative definite functions on hypergroups.
1. Positive definite and negative definite functions. The analysis throughout will be carried out on a (locally compact) hypergroup X admitting a left Haar measure ra. (For a definition and properties we refer to Jewett [6] , whose notation we follow.) This includes those hypergroups that are compact (Jewett [6] , Theorem 7.2A), discrete (Jewett [6] , Theorem 7.1 A) or commutative (Spector [10] , Theorem III. Here f,g are measurable functions on X and \i G M b {X), and the latter equality holds whenever one of'f,g is a -finite (see Jewett [6] , Theorem 5. ID).
The left jc-translate off is writtenf x (y) = f(x * y). In Bloom and Heyer [2] , Definition 2.5 the concept of uniform continuity was introduced, in terms of these translates, and it was shown that continuous functions with compact support are indeed uniformly continuous. For the work that follows we need to extend this idea. DEFINITION 
A locally bounded measurable function/ is called left locally uni-
formly continuous at XQ G X if there exists a neighbourhood U of JCO such that for every e > 0 there exists a neighbourhood V of the identity e satisfying |/(y**)-/to| < e for all x G U, y G V.
Theorem 2.6 of Bloom and Heyer [2] shows that a continuous function is left locally uniformly continuous at every point in X. Here we show that every function that is left locally uniformly continuous at xo is in fact continuous on a neighbourhood of XQ. However, we first need a preliminary result, extending Jewett [6] , Theorem 6.2E. In the statement of Proposition 1.2, L^iX) denotes the set of locally bounded measurable functions on X, and L l c (X) the space of integrable functions on X with compact support.
PROOF. Let k eL l c (X) and g G ^(X). Choose x 0 G X, U a compact neighbourhood of xo, and write C = supp&. Then by Jewett [6] , Lemma 3.2B, C~ * U is compact, and
where the middle equality uses the fact that suppC^-* e x ) C C~ * U for y € C. We now observe that k G L l (X) and lc*ug G L°°(X) so that Jewett [6] , Theorem 6.2E gives
Since /: * g and & * (lc-*t/g) have been shown to agree on a neighbourhood of JCO it follows that k * g is continuous at JCO. But xo G X was chosen arbitrarily, and this gives the result.
• COROLLARY 1.
Every f G L^iX) that is left locally uniformly continuous at xo is continuous on a neighbourhood ofxo.
PROOF. Let U, e and V be as in Definition 1.1 and write k = m{V)~l\ v . We can assume without loss of generality that V is symmetric and compact. Now for
But Proposition 1.2 gives that k*f G C(X) from which the continuity of/ on U follows.
•
(ii) x(**y) = xWxOO for all x,y G X. If in addition x(* ) = xW f°r all JC G X then \ is called a semicharacter. A bounded semicharacter will be called a character. It is immediate that every semicharacter is real-valued on the set of hermitian elements of X. Write X for the set of all continuous characters onX. Note that every character \ satisfies | xQOxOOl < IIXI loo for all*,y G Xsothat Hxltëo < llxlU and ||x||oo < 1. Thus ||x||oo = xW = 1. A character need not be continuous. Indeed consider any 2-fold absolutely continuous hypergroup X with trivial centre, that is, e x * e y G M a {X) for all JC, y G X\ { e} . An example of such a hypergroup is given in Jewett [6] , Section 9.5 (see Example 3.4 below). Then i/pi(jc*y) = £JC * £v({^}) = ^' r . 
It follows that
so that k a *q^> q uniformly on X. Appealing to Proposition 1.2 gives the continuity of q. m Jewett [6] , Section 11.1 gives a definition of a positive definite function, which is assumed from the outset to be continuous. We note that continuity is not an essential part of the definition. 
<<j>(e)(t)(x*x~)
and, when <f> is bounded, \<j>{x)\ < <f> (e) for all x G X. It turns out that the continuity of a positive definite function is determined by its continuity at e\ this will follow as a corollary to Theorem 1.10 below. PROOF. Since xjj -ifiie) is negative definite we can without loss of generality assume that %jj (e) -0. Taking x\ = x and X2 -y above we see that the matrix
is positive definite, and hence has nonnegative determinant. This gives
for all x,y G X. Choose xo G X, U a relatively compact neighbourhood of xo, £ > 0, V a symmetric relatively compact neighbourhood of e such that \ip(y)\ < e for all y G V, and W a neighbourhood of e satisfying W * W~ C V. Since i/; is locally bounded there is a constant K such that
Thus V^ is locally uniformly continuous at JCO, and the result follows.
Every positive definite function that is continuous at e is continuous everywhere.
PROOF. We need only observe that if <j> is positive definite then <f>(e) -(}) is negative definite, and then apply Theorem 1.10.
• 2. The Lévy-Khinchin representation for negative definite functions on commutative hypergroups. Negative definite functions allow in many cases a representation in terms of a local part and an integral term. This holds for instance on locally compact abelian groups (see Heyer [5] , Theorem 5.6.19) and on discrete abelian semigroups (see Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1] , Theorem 4.3.19). Here we establish such a representation for commutative hypergroups, giving two different versions; the first for real valued lower bounded continuous negative definite functions, and the second for complex negative definite functions with lower bounded real part in the case that the hypergroup is discrete.
Throughout this section assume X to be a commutative hypergroup and write S -M\{X). Then (S, *) is an abelian semigroup with neutral element e e and a natural involution s -> s*. We exploit this by making use of some results from harmonic analysis on such semigroups. The general case follows by approximation with measures of finite support.
• As a first application we give a short proof of the following result, established in Voit • In Section 1 we introduced the notion of a quadratic form on a hypergroup. These functions play a crucial role in the decomposition of negative definite functions. PROOF. Let q\ X -* R+ be a quadratic form and, for each s G S, put Q(s): = Jqds. Applying Jewett [6] , Lemma 3. IE we obtain for s,t G S
showing that Q is a nonnegative quadratic form on S. By Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1] , Theorem 4.3.9, Q is negative definite, and hence so is q = Q\x.
• A proof of the above result, assuming continuity of q, was given in Lasser [8], Proposition 1.10.
Our first Lévy-Khinchin-type decomposition reads as follows:
THEOREM 2.4. Let xp:X -• R be a lower bounded continuous negative definite function on the commutative hypergroup X. Then there exist a nonnegative quadratic form q on X and a Radon measure p, on X\ { 1} such that for all x G X xl>(x) = V>(*) + q(x) + j[(l -RexW) dp( X ).
Both q and the integral part \\) -^ (e) -q are continuous negative definite functions. The pair (q, p) is uniquely determined by X/J, with q being given by
n-KX> n n-*oo 2n
PROOF. Put ^(s): = J\p ds for all s G S. Since *F is negative definite, real and bounded below it follows from Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1], Corollary 4.3.2 that xjj > xp(e). But ip -xp(e) is negative definite so, without loss of generality, we can assume \p to be nonnegative with X/J (e) -0.
We introduce A f *F defined by
(£,¥)($): = -V¥(s * t) + *¥(s * t*)] -*¥(s)
for every t G S. It is easy to see that A,*F is locally weakly continuous and affine, hence adapted. Furthermore by Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1] , Proposition 4.3.11, A, 4* is bounded and positive definite on S. Therefore appealing to Bochner's theorem for hypergroups (Jewett [6] , Theorem 12.3B)
(A t V)(s) = f k p x (s)da t ( X )
for some a t G M+(X), where we denote the canonical extension of x G X to a function on S by p x where p x (s): = SxX ds, this extension being an affine character on S. A simple calculation yields
-A r A t V(s) = jf P x (s)[l -Re p x (r)] dcr t ( X ) = -A t A r V(s)=^p x (s)[l-Rep x (t)]dcj r (x)
for r, t, s G S, implying The function *Fo(.s): = S%\ {\\ {} ~^e Px( s )) dp(x) * s adapted by Fubini's theorem, (JC, x) -> xW being continuous. Since *F is adapted it follows that Q is adapted as well. Approximating \i by measures with compact support (or by applying Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1] , Theorem 2.1.12), -00-= ^o|x ^s lower semicontinuous. In particular it is measurable and hence so is q: -Q\x. We have thus reached the decomposition \j) = q+ifto in which all three functions are nonnegative and negative definite. Since \j) is continuous, q and V^o are continuous at e. An application of Theorem 1.10 finishes the main part of the proof.
The uniqueness of q and \x as well as the formula for q follow immediately from the corresponding statement for semigroups; see Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1] , Theorem 4.3.19.
• REMARK 2.5. Under the assumption of a further technical condition on the hypergroup itself, called "property (F)'\ this theorem was proved in Lasser [8] , Theorem 3.9. The assumptions on if; in that paper also differ in so far as the author assumes the Levy measure to be symmetric, a property not easily expressible directly in terms of the given function ^ • However under this assumption the general Levy formula for semigroups can be used as above to show that Im V> is then necessarily a continuous homomorphism, that is, Im \\) (x * y~) = Im ^ (x) -Im ^ (y) for x,y e X. The real part has the representation as stated, and so property (F) can be dispensed with.
In the remainder of this section we shall assume X to be a discrete commutative hypergroup. The semigroup S now consists of all probability measures on X with finite support. We can then prove a Lévy-type decomposition for arbitrary negative definite functions with lower bounded real part. The corresponding theorem for semigroups was shown in Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1] , Theorem 4.3.19 under the condition that the semigroup in question has a so called Levy function. That this is always true was shown in 1986 by Buchwalter [3] , who proved that there is a function L: S x S -• R with the following properties:
(In fact there is even a fourth property of L but we do not need this here.) Let SCS denote the (closed) subset of all affine semigroup characters on S. We want to modify L to a function L$: S x S -* R in such a way that Lo(-, p) is affine for each p G 5, noting that S is in fact a so-called convex semigroup, cf. Ressel [9] . We define LQ on S x 5 by Lo(s,p):= J L(e x ,p)ds{x).
Obviously Lo(-, p) is affine. Furthermore 
Lo(s*t*,p) = JJ
is finite since s has finite support. PROOF. Applying Jewett [6] , Lemma 3.IE we obtain for sjeS implying immediately both assertions.
• 1>(x) = V>(e) + h(x) + J(l -X W) dp( X l /n both cases the representations are unique.
PROOF. Immediate inspection shows that it is sufficient to prove the necessity of the respective representations.
(i) By Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1] , Theorem 4.6.5 the function O has the unique decomposition
where p G Af+(5+). In particular O is positive definite, and so is therefore </>, implying the existence of a unique measure p G M+(X) such that for all x G X </>(*) = /xW¥x)-Using again the canonical continuous embedding £ : X -• S, £ (x): = P*, and the continuity of (x>*) -• xW' we obtain °^ = f Lx(x)dp( X )ds(x) = [ [ X (x)ds(x)dp(x)
for all s G S. Hence by uniqueness /i^ = p is concentrated on 5+. We now observe that because of the equivalence \ > 0 ^ £ (x) > 0 the canonical embedding £ : X -• S restricts to £+: X + --• £+. It follows from (f ) that /i is concentrated onX+.
(ii) It follows from the definition that xj; is lower bounded by xp (e). The function *F, being completely alternating by Lemma 3.1, is negative definite, cf. Berg, Christensen and Ressel [1] , Theorem 4.6.7. By Theorem 2.4 we have the representation
xl>(x) = 4>(e) + h(x)+ [ (l-x(x))dfi(x)
JX\{i> where p G M+(X\ {1}) and h:X -• R+ is a continuous quadratic form, the latter property reducing to h being additive since X is assumed to be hermitian. It remains to show that p is concentrated on X+\ { 1}. From
we infer that ^ is the representing measure of *F on the (discrete) semigroup S. As *F is completely alternating ^ must be concentrated on S+\ { 1} implying as before that \x is concentrated on X+\ { 1}.
• In the locally compact abelian group case the absence of nontrivial nonnegative continuous characters means in view of Theorem 3.2 that the only completely monotone functions are those that are constant. In contrast there are (hermitian) hypergroups that admit a range of nonnegative continuous characters. We present here two such hypergroups that are discrete, nondiscrete respectively. EXAMPLE 3.3. The following hypergroup structure on No was introduced by Lasser [7] , Section 2. Let (a n ), (b n ) and (c n ) be real sequences indexed by N with a n +b n +c n -1, a n , c n > 0 and b n > 0. Define a sequence (P n ) of orthogonal polynomials by P 0 (x) =hP { (x)= x,P x (x)P n (x) = a n P n+l (x) + b n P n {x) +c n P n _ l (x) for all x G R,nG N. If the coefficients g(ra, n, k) in the linearisation formula 
k=\m-n\
With this convolution, E 0 as unit and the identity involution, No becomes a discrete hermitian hypergroup. Lasser [7] , Proposition 4 showed that the continuous semicharacters of No are given by a x : n -> P n (x) where x G R, and No = { oc x : x G R and a x is bounded }.
Under the homeomorphism between R and the continuous semicharacters on No given by x -> a x , the Plancherel measure 7r on No can be identified with the orthogonality measure of (P n ), and suppîr C [-1,1].
Write xo: = sup(supp ir). Now the orthogonality measure of (P n ) is supported by the smallest closed interval containing all the zeros of (P n ). Since the zeros of P n -\ separate those of P n for n > 2, and P n (l) = 1 for all n G No, it is easily seen that a x > 0 if and only if x > xo. It is known that there are such hypergroup structures on No for which xo < 1; for example (cf. Voit [11] , Example 2.18) take a > 2, c n = \j a, a n = 1 -c n and b n = 0 for all n G N. In this case XQ = 2a~l(a -l) 1 
